FEATURING
Mark Levine
Joyelle McSweeney
Rebecca Makkai
Tatyana Tolstaya
And the winners of the
2014 Jeff Sharlet Memorial Award for Veterans
Congratulations to the winners of the 2014 Jeff Sharlet Memorial Award for Veterans

Judged by Anthony Swofford

FIRST PLACE
Katherine Schifani

SECOND PLACE
Brian Van Reet

RUNNERS-UP
Terry Hertzler
  M.E. Hope
  James W. Walley, Jr.

The work of the winners and the runners-up is featured in this issue. In addition, the first-place winner was awarded a prize of $1,000; the second-place winner was awarded $750; runners-up received $500 each.

We gratefully acknowledge the National Endowment for the Arts and the family of Jeff Sharlet for supporting the contest.

Our third Jeff Sharlet Memorial Award for Veterans will have its deadline in the spring of 2016; please look for our announcements.
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POETRY
13  M.E. Hope
    Pressing on
    Turtle
    Outer wear
    Truth
    On picking the right accessories for
    dropping my daughter off at college

31  Mark Levine
    Rue
    Serpent
    Messenger

35  Julie Henson
    Phenomenon

82  Muhamed Abdelnaby
    Like a Novice Disciple
    Translated by Spenser Mestel

126 Marvin Bell and
     Christopher Merrill
    #37–42 from After the Fact: Scripts &
     Postscripts

133 G.C. Waldrep
    Winter Animal
    Silver Spring

163 Terry Hertzler
    How We Lost the War
    Master Sergeant Stickley
    Walking Point
    What I Lost in the War
    the only jewelry i wear

192 Joyelle McSweeney
    Excerpts from Pistorius Rex

201 Dana Roeser
    How God Is like a Truffle
FICTION
20 Vishwas R. Gaitonde  Pigs Is Pigs and Eggs Is Eggs
41 Daniel A. Hoyt  The Best White Rapper in Berea, Ohio
69 Brian Van Reet  The Chaff
86 Yuko Sakata  On This Side
106 Michael Fessler  Listening
145 Rebecca Makkai  The Museum of the Dearly Departed
168 James W. Walley, Jr.  Hesco
173 Adam O’Fallon Price  Unanswered
177 Tatyana Tolstaya  Smoke and Shadows
          Translated by Anya Migdal

ESSAYS
1 Katherine Schifani  Pistol Whip
36 Xu Xi  Why I Stopped Being Chinese
194 Kevin Kopelson  Meet Miss Subways

REVIEW
204 Loren Glass  Chad Harbach’s MFA vs. NYC: The Two Cultures of American Fiction

ARTWORK
60 Stacy L. Pearsall  Veterans Portrait Project
136 Mary F. Calvert  The Battle Within: Sexual Assault in America’s Military
211 Contributors’ Notes